Grants in Preparation

National Science Foundation “RETTL: Teaching Time Management Skills in Context with an AI-Enabled Digital Coach” due October 2021
Role: co-PI (PI: Wiese, Computing), Approx. Budget: $849,827.00

National Science Foundation “FW-HTF: Supporting Future Remote Workers in Managing Time and Work-Life Boundaries” due March 2022
Role: co-PI (PI: Wiese, Computing), Approx. Budget: $2,500,00.00

Conference Submissions Under Review
*graduate student supervisee

Chen, J.M. Colorism around the world: Examining skin tone bias variability and consequences. Research under review for presentation at the annual meeting of the Society for Personality and Social Psychology in co-chaired symposium with Franki Kung on “Bias isn’t WEIRD: Exploring intergroup biases around the world.”


